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The first aim is to construct generalizations of Po´lya type point
process by applying a branching mechanism to these point pro-
cesses. Conditions are given under which these point processes
satisfy an integration by parts formula. Furthermore we compute
their Palm kernels, which turn out to be superpositions of different
point processes. Secondly we identify all point processes whose lo-
cal characteristics agree with these of a fixed branching of a Po´lya
type point process as mixtures of branchings of Po´lya type point
process and show that in this case also they are characterized by
an integration by parts formula.
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1 Introduction
The fundamental example of a point process being a solution of a partial in-
tegration formula is the Poisson process, which is characterized by Mecke’s
celebrated formula
CP(h) =
∫∫
h(x, µ + δx)ρ(dx)P(dµ) (1.1)
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saying firstly that the Poisson process with intensity measure ρ satisfies equa-
tion (1.1), and secondly that this functional equation has a unique solution,
the Poisson process with intensity measure ρ.
Point processes satisfying such a disintegration formula have been consid-
ered e.g. in [14, 19, 12], giving conditions under which a disintegration of
the Campbell measure is available. In general ρ has to be replaced by some
kernel depending on µ. Starting from Mecke’s formula one might try to gener-
alize the Poisson process by replacing the ρ by some simple kernel questioning
the existence of such a process. Indeed, in [23] Zessin started with the kernel
pi(µ, · ) = z(ρ+µ), which implements a reinforcement scheme, and showed that
there exists a unique point process which satisfies the modified disintegration
formula. This point process he called the Po´lya sum process. For the moment
z is a positive number stricly smaller than 1, an interpretation is given later.
A natural generalization of the Poisson process is the Cox process, where
the intensity measure is considered as a random measure. Via this general-
ization, the Poisson process is directly connected with the Po´lya sum process,
when viewing from a Bayesian standpoint, see [9, 20]: If the directing measure,
the prior, is a Poisson gamma random measure, then the posterior is again a
Poisson gamma random measure and the Bayes estimator of the directing in-
tensity measure is exactly the kernel of the Po´lya sum process. Thus by using
techniques from Bayesian statistics, the Po´lya sum process turns out to be a
particular Cox process.
Considering the construction of the Po´lya sum process, it turns out that this
point process directly generalizes Hoppe’s urn scheme [11]: Given a realization
µ of points, the intensity for a new point is pi(µ, · ) = z(ρ + µ), the Po´lya
sum kernel, thus points in a configuration always get a reward. We want to
discuss several possibilities to generalize the Po´lya sum process starting from a
modification of the kernel pi. First of all, one might replace the ”+” by a ”-”,
which yields the Po´lya difference process as considered in [16], or secondly the
fixed number z may be replaced by some measurable function. Indeed, both
situations occur for finite systems of quantum particles. In [1], bosonic particle
systems are related to the Po´lya sum process and fermionic particles to the
Po´lya difference process and that takes the role of the distribution of a single
particle.
While these generalizations do not need further construction techniques apart
from [23], it is more difficult to find an answer when replacing µ by a kernel Vµ.
Instead of rewarding the exact locations of the points, the idea is to reward
regions which are in a to be specified sense related to the positions of the
points. The aim is to obtain a disintegration formula of kind (1.1) for the
resulting point process, i.e. to obtain a Papangelou process. It turns out, that
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this process can be constructed from the Po´lya sum process by a randommotion
of the points of the configuration of the Po´lya sum process. We show that V
has to be constructed from a conditional probability. The result will be an
infinitely divisible point process with a weak indepence of increments property.
This process we call branching Po´lya sum process. An analogue result holds
when starting with the Po´lya difference process. Branching mechanism and
the construction of the branching processes are subject of sections 2.2 and 2.3,
the technical parts and the proofs are postponed to section 4. In section 2.4
we compute the Palm kernels of the branching Po´lya sum process, which yields
an interpretation for z.
In a second step we characterize those point processes which are locally
distributed like a conditioned branching Po´lya sum process. The technique goes
back to Dynkin [4, 5], see also [6, 8], and was used in [18] to characterize mixed
Poisson processes as canonical Gibbs states of a certain local specification,
later in [21] to identify the families of mixed Po´lya sum processes as Gibbs
states for particular local specifications. We show that in the situation of
our conditioning we get a certain family of mixed branching Po´lya processes.
Moreover, from this analysis we obtain that these mixed branching processes
are Papangelou processes themselves, but not characterized by this integration
by parts formula in contrast to the branching Po´lya processes. These aspects
are part of section 3, their proofs are contained in section 5. As the Martin-
Dynkin boundary has not been discussed so far, we added this discussion in
section 6.
2 The branching mechanism
Let X be a Polish space with its Borel sets B and its bounded Borel sets B0. De-
note byM(X) andM··(X) the set of locally finite measures and point measures
on X, respectively. When equipped with the σ-field generated by the evalua-
tion mappings, or counting mappings in case of point measures, ζB(µ) = µ(B),
then M(X) and M··(X) are Polish spaces themselves. A random measure is
a probability measure on M(X) and a point process if is is concentrated on
M··(X). In general we do not deal with simple point pocesses.
For a measurable, non-negative function f write µ(f) for the integral of f
with respect to µ. Let κ be a kernel from X to X, partially we denote by κ(f)
the mapping x 7→ κx(f) =
∫
f(y)κx(dy) and for some ρ ∈ M(X) by κρ the
measure
∫
κx ρ(dx).
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2.1 Papangelou processes
A Papangelou process P is a point process whose Campbell measure CP on the
lhs. satisfies the integration by parts formula∫∫
h(x, µ)µ(dx)P(dµ) =
∫∫
h(x, µ + δx)pi(µ,dx)P(dµ) (2.1)
for all measurable functions h : X ×M··(X)→ [0,+∞] for some kernel pi from
M··(X) to X. pi is called Papangelou kernel and pi(µ,B) can be understood as
the expected number of points in B ∈ B given a realized point configuration µ.
Conditions on a point process P to satisfy an integration by parts formula
are given e.g. in [14, 19]. In this case, pi is unique, and moreover the iterated
Papangelou kernels
pi(m)(µ; dx1, . . . ,dxm) = pi(µ+δx1+. . .+δxm−1 ,dxm)pi
(m−1)(µ; dx1, . . . ,dxm−1),
pi(1) = pi, are symmetric measures. It is immediate to see that this symmetry
is equivalent to the cocycle condition
pi(µ + δx,dy)pi(µ,dx) = pi(µ+ δy,dx)pi(µ,dy), (2.2)
i.e. to the symmetry of pi(2).
Starting with a kernel pi, the functional equation (2.1) may not uniquely
define a point process. However, Poisson process, Po´lya sum process and Po´lya
difference process are characterized by pi(µ, · ) = ρ, ρ ∈ M(X), pi(µ, · ) =
z(ρ + µ), ρ ∈ M(X) and z ∈ (0, 1), and pi(µ, · ) = z(ρ − µ), ρ ∈ M··(X)
and z > 0. As a by-product we construct kernels for which equation (2.1) has
infinitely many solutions.
2.2 Branching
Let κ be a kernel from X to X. As a stochastic kernel κ will take the role
of a random motion of points of a point configuration µ ∈ M··(X). If we let
∆y = δδy be the point process that realizes a single point at y ∈ X, then for
µ ∈ M··(X) define
Vµ = ∗
x∈µ
∫
∆y κx(dy), (2.3)
i.e. each point x ∈ µ is moved independently of all other points according to
κx.
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Definition 2.1 (Branching processes). For µ ∈ M··(X), if Vµ given by equa-
tion (2.3) is a locally finite point measure, Vµ is the branching of the configu-
ration µ. Its mixture P with respect to a point process P is the branching of
P,
P =
∫
Vµ P(dµ).
If P = Sz,ρ is the Po´lya sum process, its branching is the branching Po´lya sum
process, and if P = Dz,ρ is the Po´lya difference process, its branching is the
branching Po´lya difference process.
Successively we put assumptions on pi to firstly construct branching Po´lya
sum and branching Po´lya difference processes, and secondly to discuss canonical
Gibbs states in this context.
A1 κ is a stochastic kernel.
Under A1, if µ = δx1 + . . .+ δxn is a finite configuration of points and if f is a
non-negative, measurable function, then
Vµ(f) =
∫
Xn
f(δy1 + . . .+ δyn)κx1(dy1) · · · κxn(dyn).
Particularly points with multiplicity are considered as multiple points. Since
in µ may be a locally finite but infinite configuration of points, κ shall not be
allowed to put an infinite number of points into any bounded region.
The branching P is a doubly stochastic point process which takes the real-
ization of a directing point process and puts each of its points independently
at different locations. Our focus lies on the underlying process being the Po´lya
sum process Sz,ρ and the Po´lya difference process, but they may be replaced
by the Poisson process or any other point process. In fact, as soon as the
directing point process has independent increments, or some slightly weaker
independence condition, most of the following analysis can be carried out.
For the moment assume that κ is given in the following way. We will see and
motivate in Lemma 2.4, whose proof is postponed to section 4, this choice: Let
H be a probability measure on (X,B), E ⊆ B be a sub-σ-algebra of B and κ
be a regular version of H conditioned on E ,
κx(A) = H(A|E)(x). (2.4)
This choice has a strong influence on how point configurations are transformed,
but at first consider some examples.
Example 2.2. i) Let E = B, then κx = δx is a regular version of H( · |E).
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ii) For X = Rd may E be set set of permutation invariant sets, the σ-field
of symmetric events.
iii) Also for X = Rd, E may be the set of isotropic events, i.e. A ∈ E if
A = OA for any orthogonal transformation O.
iv) Let X1,X2, . . . ∈ B0 be a locally finite partition of X into bounded sets
and E = σ({Xi : i ≥ 1}).
v) For E = {∅,X} we get κx(A) = H(A).
Thus in the first case, points stay at their location and the branching process
is the process itself. In the second case, a point x is transformed by a permu-
tation of its coordinates, and in the third case by a rotation around the origin.
In the pre-last case X is partitioned into separate islands and points are not
allowed to migrate between them. We exclude the last example soon.
Remark 2.3. Let B ∈ E , then for H-a.e. x ∈ B we have κx(B) = 1 since κx
is given by a conditional probability, hence the image of x is again contained
in B. Thus the richer E is, the more restrictions are put on the branching
mechanism.
Lemma 2.4. Let κ be a stochastic kernel from X to X and define the branching
piκ of a kernel from M to X by
piκ(µ, f) = pi(µ, κ(f))
for non-negative, measurable f . If pi is the Po´lya sum kernel pi(µ,dx) = z(ρ+
µ)(dx) or the Po´lya difference kernel pi(µ,dx) = z(ρ−µ)(dx), then the following
statements are equivalent
i) piκ satisfies the cocycle condition
ii) κ is a regular conditional probability.
The proof is postponed to section 4 and we strengthen A1 to
A′1 κ is a regular version of a conditional probability.
2.3 The construction of the branching Po´lya sum process
Let E0 = B0∩E be the set of bounded invariant events. From now on we ensure
that E and E0 are rich enough:
A2 There exists an increasing sequence B1 ⊂ B2 ⊂ . . . of sets in E0 such that⋃
nBn = X and for each C ∈ B0 there exists n ∈ N sucht that C ⊆ Bn.
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This assumption ensures the existence of a locally finite partition (Xj)j∈N of
X into invariant bounded sets. Assumptions A′1 and A2 are sufficient for a
branching of a Po´lya process being a Papangelou process.
Theorem 2.5. Let pi be the Po´lya sum or the Po´lya difference kernel and κ
be a branching mechanism satisfying A′1, and assume A2. Then the branching
P of the given Po´lya process is the unique Papangelou process with Papangelou
kernel piκ, i.e. P satisfies for all non-negative, measurable functions h
CP(h) =
∫∫
h(x, µ + δx)piκ(µ,dx)P(dµ). (2.5)
Essentially we prove that the branching can be written as the superposition
of independent, finite Papangelou processes. Thereby the main problem is
to show that P solves equation (2.5), the existence of the point process is
guaranteed by the clustering theorem 4.2.3 in [13]: A cluster field on X is a
kernel Π from X to the set of point processes. Then
P =
∫
∗
x∈µ
Πx P(dµ) (2.6)
exists as a point process if and only if its intensity measure is locally finite, i.e.
for all C ∈ B0
ν1
P
(C) = ν1P(ν
1
Π(·)
(C)) <∞. (2.7)
In our situation, where P = Sz,ρ or P = Dz,ρ and Πx =
∫
∆y κx(dy), condi-
tion (2.7) turns into κρ(C) < ∞ for all C ∈ B0. Thus if (Xj)j∈N is a locally
finite partition of X into bounded, invariant sets, then for every C ∈ B0 only
for finitely many j ∈ N, C ∩Xj 6= ∅ and
κρ(C) =
∑
j∈N
ρ(1Xjκ(C)) =
∑
j∈N
ρ(κ(C ∩Xj)) <∞.
Hence under A2 the clustering (2.6) exists.
What remains is to show that P is a Papangelou process with kernel piκ. The
basic step is contained in the following proposition:
Proposition 2.6. Let Qj be the point process on X be given by
Qj(ϕ) =
1
Ξj
∞∑
n=0
1
n!
∫
Xnj
ϕ(δx1 + . . .+ δxn)pi
(n)
κ (0; dx1, . . . ,dxn)
where 0 < Ξj < +∞ is the normalizing constant, ϕ non-negative and measur-
able. Then
P =
∞
∗
j=1
Qj.
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2.4 Properties of the branching Po´lya sum process
Up to this point we were concerned with the disintegration of the Campbell
measure of the Po´lya processes with respect to the process itself, i.e. the
discussion of the Papangelou kernels. The disintegration with respect to the
intensity measure yields further insight. In this section we shall see that it
is convenient to add the index ρ to the branching Po´lya sum process P to
emphasize the dependence on ρ. The parameter z stays fixed in this section in
contrast to the following section about the Martin-Dynkin boundary.
For the Po´lya sum process itself the Palm kernel was identified in [21] as
Sxz,ρ = Sz,ρ ∗
1− z
z
∑
j≥1
zj∆∗jx ν
1
Sz,ρ
-a.e. x
i.e. the Palm kernel of the Po´lya sum process at some x ∈ X is given by
the original process with an additional point with geometrically distributed
multiplicity. Rewritten this is
Sxz,ρ = Sz,ρ ∗ Sz,δx ∗∆x
and this way to think about the Palm kernel serves as a way to identify the
Palm kernels of the branching Po´lya sum process.
Note that intuitively, since Sz,ρ realizes multiple points, each of which is
transformed according to κ independently of the others, the observation of
a point of Pρ at some site x in some region B ∈ E has an influence on the
occurence of points at different sites of B.
Theorem 2.7 (Palm kernels of the branching Po´lya sum process). Let z ∈
(0, 1), ρ ∈ M(X) and κ be a kernel from X to X. Then under A′1 and A2 for
ν1
Pρ
-a.e. x ∈ X
Pxρ = Pρ ∗Pδx ∗∆x.
Remark 2.8. Indeed, the Palm kernel at x of the branching Po´lya process is the
original process with an additional point at x and another geometric number
of points distributed independently according to κx. Conidering the examples
in section 2, we have
i) If E = B, then κx = δx and the geometric number of points accumulate
at x, thus generating the multiplicities. Indeed, in this case Pδx = Sz,δx.
ii) If X = Rd and E is the σ-algebra of permutation invariant events, then
Pxρ is the original process with an additional point at x and a geometric
number of points distributed on the set of points whose coordinates are
permutations of the coordinates of x.
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iii) If X = Rd and E is the σ-algebra of rotation invariant events, then again
Pxρ is the original process with an additional point at x and a geometric
number of points now distributed on the sphere which is centered at the
origin and contains x.
iv) If E is generated by a locally finite partition of X, then x is contained in
exacly one of the Xj ’s and exactly there the geometric number of points
is realized.
By using A2 we identify its intensity measure as
ν1
Pρ
(g) = CPρ(g ⊗ 1) =
z
1− z
∫
g(x)κρ(dx).
What remains to do is to disintegrate the Campbell measure with respect to
the intensity measure.
Proof. A successive application of the partial integration and A′1 to κ yields
CPρ(h) =
∫∫ ∑
j≥1
zjh(xj , µ + δxj + . . . + δx1)κxj−1(dxj) · · · κx(dx1)ρ(dx)Pρ(dµ)
=
∫∫ ∑
j≥1
zjh(xj , µ + δxj + . . .+ δx1)
× κxj (dxj−1) · · · κxj (dx1)Pρ(dµ)κx(dxj)ρ(dx).
Now observe that the last integration yields κρ, up to a constant the intensity
measure ν1
Pρ
, hence by relabelation we get
CPρ(h) =
∫∫ ∑
j≥1
zjh(xj , µ+ δy + ν)V(j−1)δy(dν)Pρ(dµ)κρ(dy)
and identify the branching of Sz,δy .
3 The conditioned branching Po´lya sum process
3.1 Local specifications and H-sufficient statistics
At first we recall the fundamental objects as in [6, 8], then construct the local
specification of our interest and finally give the results.
B0 is a partially ordered set when equipped with ⊆. If X can be exhausted
by an increasing sequence (Bn)n∈N of bounded sets such that each B ∈ B0 is
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contained in one of the Bn’s, then the limits, which are at a later point to
be specified, do not depend on the particular choice of the sequence of sets
exhausting X. Given a decreasing family E of σ-fields EB ⊆ F indexed by the
bounded sets, a family of Markovian kernels γ = (γB)B∈B0 from M
··(X) to
M··(X) is called a local specification if
i) if B′ ⊆ B, then γBγB′ = γB ;
ii) if f is F-measurable, then γB(f) is EB-measurable;
iii) if f is EB-measurable, then γB(f) = f .
A point processes P with the property
P(ϕ|EB) = γB( · , ϕ) P-a.s. (3.1)
for all B ∈ B0 is called stochastic field with local specification pi. The set C(γ) of
these stochastic fields is convex and the aim is to derive integral representations
of these stochastic fields in terms of the extremal points ∆ ⊆ C(γ). Since
B ⊆ Bn0 for each B ∈ B0 and some n0 depending on B, C(γ) agrees with the
set of all point processes P such that equation (3.1) holds for each Bn.
A σ-field E is sufficient for C(γ) if the P ∈ C(γ) have a common conditional
distribution given E , i.e. there exists Qµ such that
Qµ = P
(
· |E
)
(µ) P-a.e. µ.
According to [6], the tail-σ-field E∞ =
⋂
n En is a H-sufficient statistic for C(γ),
i.e. it is a sufficient statistic and P
(
µ : Qµ ∈ C(γ)
)
= 1 for all P ∈ C(γ).
Define the σ-algebra FB of events inside a set B ∈ B as
FB = σ(ζB′ : B
′ ∈ B, B′ ⊆ B),
and FˆB = FBc the events outsideB. Choose an increasing sequence of invariant
events (Bn)n∈N according to assumption A2 and let
Fn = FˆBn ∨ σ(ζBn),
then (Fn)n is a decreasing sequence of σ-algebras. Denote by Pz the branching
of the Po´lya sum or Po´lya difference process for a given kernel κ with param-
eters z and ρ, the latter one is fixed in this section and therefore omitted. We
define a familiy γ = (γn)n of stochastic kernels by
γn(µ,ϕ) = Pz
(
ϕ|Fn
)
(µ).
Indeed, γ is a local specification and therefore F∞ =
⋂
n∈N Fn is H-sufficient
for the C(γ).
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3.2 Results
The only point processes which are in some sense canonical branching Po´lya
processes are mixtures of branching Po´lya processes, the only variable param-
eter turns out to be this z, which is constant in case of trivial mixtures. More-
over, this parameter depends on the global particle density.
For questions concerning convergence we need to assume a continuity condi-
tion on κ with regard to a measure ρ.
A3 x 7→ κx(f) is ρ-a.s. continuous for bounded and continuous f with
bounded support
Theorem 3.1 (Martin-Dynkin boundary of the branching Po´lya sum process).
Assume that X satisfies A2 and let ρ ∈ M(X) be a diffuse and infinite measure.
If κ be a kernel from X to X satisfying A′1 with respect to the given σ-algebra
E and ρ and κ satisfy A3, then the tail-σ-algebra F∞ is a H-sufficient statistic
for the family
C(γ) =
{∫∫
Vτ Sz,ρ(dτ)v(dz) : v probability measure on [0, 1)
}
and its set of extremal points is the family of branching Po´lya sum processes
indexed by z ∈ [0, 1).
Analogously,
Theorem 3.2 (Martin-Dynkin boundary of the branching Po´lya difference
process). Assume that X satisfies A2 and let ρ ∈ M(X) be an infinite point
measure. If κ be a kernel from X to X satisfying A′1 with respect to the given
σ-algebra E and ρ and κ satisfy A3, then the tail-σ-algebra F∞ is a H-sufficient
statistic for the family
C(γ) =
{∫∫
Vτ Dz,ρ(dτ)v(dz) : v probability measure on [0,+∞)
}
and its set of extremal points is the family of branching Po´lya difference pro-
cesses indexed by z ∈ [0,+∞).
Remark 3.3. i) Note that one does not need independent increments for
all choices of disjoint sets in B, as Sz,ρ and Dz,ρ. One only needs the
independence of the increments for all choices of disjoint sets in E . In
particular, each branching of a Po´lya process has this E-independence
property and one may use themselves as directing point processes.
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ii) Since Sz,ρ is infinitely divisible, it can be regarded as a Poisson cluster
process with clustering Πx =
z
1−z
∑
j≥1 z
j∆∗jx . Therefore also the branch-
ing Po´lya sum process is a Poisson cluster process. However, the family
of branching Po´lya sum processes is special in the sense that we have a
sufficient statistic and knowing some infinite configuration of points, we
can estimate the parameter z perfectly.
iii) Usually the continuity of x 7→ κx(f) is assumed. Unfortunately this as-
sumption excludes examples of type 2.2 iv), where κ(f) is not continuous
for continuous f in general.
The main part of the proofs rely on the identification on the limits Qµ. Let
Un =
1
ρ(Bn)
ζBn
be the density of particles in Bn and U be its limit as n→∞ if it exists. Then
Proposition 3.4. Let X satisfy assumption A2, ρ be an infinite and diffuse
measure on X, κ be a kernel from X to X satisfying A′1 with respect to the
σ-algebra E and assume that ρ and κ satisfy A3. Then for every P ∈ C(γ) the
limit of (Un)n exists for P-a.e. µ and for every F measurable, non-negative ϕ,
P
(
ϕ|F∞
)
(µ) = Qµ(ϕ) =
∫
Vτ (ϕ)SZ(µ),ρ(dτ) P-a.e. µ,
where Z is a F∞-measurable random variable given by
Z =
U
1 + U
.
In the same way we get the intermediate result for the branching difference
process. Note that in this case U < 1.
Proposition 3.5. Let X satisfy assumption A2, ρ be an infinite point measure
on X and κ be a kernel from X to X satisfying A′1 with respect to the σ-algebra
E. Furthermore assume that ρ and κ satisfy A3. Then for every P ∈ C(γ) the
limit of (Un)n exists for P-a.e. µ and for every F measurable, non-negative ϕ,
P
(
ϕ|F∞
)
(µ) = Qµ(ϕ) =
∫
Vτ (ϕ)DZ(µ),ρ(dτ) P-a.e. µ,
where Z is a F∞-measurable random variable given by
Z =
U
1− U
.
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Remark 3.6. In both cases, the sequence (Un)n satisfies a strong law of large
numbers under each P ∈ C(γ). U is constant a.s. if and only if P is an extremal
point of C(pi).
For a probability measure v on [0, 1) or [0,+∞) denote by Pv the mixture
of the branching Po´lya processes with respect to v.
Corollary 3.7. Let v be a distribution on (0, 1) and ρ0 be some infinite and
diffuse measure on M(X). Then Pv is a solution of the partial integration
formula
CP (h) =
∫∫
h(x, µ + δx)Z(µ)
(
κρ0 + κµ
)
(dx)P (dµ) (3.2)
and Z is the F∞-measurable random variable as in Proposition 3.4. Moreover,
any solution of (3.2) with F∞-measurable Z ∈ (0, 1) and infinite and diffuse
measure ρ0 ∈ M(X) is a mixed branching Po´lya sum process and therefore
contained in C(γ).
Corollary 3.8. Let v be a distribution on (0,+∞) for some infinite point
measure ρ0 ∈M
··(X). Then Pv is a solution of the partial integration formula
CP (h) =
∫∫
h(x, µ + δx)Z(µ)
(
κρ0 − κµ
)
(dx)P (dµ) (3.3)
and Z is F∞-measurable random variable. Moreover, any solution of (3.3)
with F∞-measurable Z ∈ (0,+∞) and infinite point measure ρ0 ∈ M(X) is a
mixed branching Po´lya difference process.
4 Proofs of the construction of the branching Po´lya sum
process
Firstly we prove the equivalence of piκ satisfying the cocycle condition and κ
being a regular version of a conditional probability.
Proof of Lemma 2.4. A direct computation shows that if pi is either the Po´lya
sum or the Po´lya difference kernel, then for non-negative, measurable functions
f1, f2,
pi(2)κ (µ; f1 ⊗ f2) = z
2
(
2∏
i=1
(
ρ± µ
)(
κ(fi)
)
±
(
ρ± µ
)(
κ(f1κ(f2))
))
.
Therefore pi
(2)
κ (µ; f1 ⊗ f2) = pi
(2)
κ (µ; f2 ⊗ f1) for all µ ∈ M
··(X) is equivalent to
κ(f1κ(f2)) = κ(f2κ(f1)).
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Assume firstly that κ is a regular version of a conditional probability. Then
certainly κ(fκ(g)) = κ(f)κ(g) holds which implies the cocycle condition.
Assume now that pi satisfies the cocylce condition. Let us recall Bahadurs [2]
characterization of conditional expectation: Let H be a probability on (X,B)
and T an operator on L2(X,B,H) into itself. Then T is a conditional expec-
tation if and only if:
(i) T is linear (ii) f ≥ 0⇒ Tf ≥ 0 (iii) T 2 = T
(iv) H (f Tg) = H (g Tf) (v) T is constant preserving.
Fix x0 ∈ X arbitrarily and define H = κx0 . We have to check that f 7→
κ(f) satisfies the above properties. From κ(f1κ(f2)) = κ(f2κ(f1)) we directly
obtain κ2 = κ. Now given κx0(f
2) < ∞ this implies that also with Jensens
inequality κx0(κ(f)
2) ≤ κx0(κ(f
2)) = κx0(f
2) <∞. So that κ : L2(X,B,H)→
L2(X,B,H). We certainly have κx0(f1κ(f2)) = κx0(f2κ(f1)), which is (iv).
(i), (ii), (v) are clear since κ is a stochastic kernel.
The first step to show that the branching processes are Papangelou processes
is to show that they are superpositions of finite processes. Before
Lemma 4.1. Let n ∈ N, B1, . . . , Bn ∈ B0, pi be a Papangelou kernel and κ
satisfying A1. Then
pi(n)κ (0;B1 × . . .×Bn) = pi
(n)(0;κ(B1)⊗ . . .⊗ κ(Bn)).
Proof. The assertion will be shown by induction. The case n = 1 holds by
definition, and moreover
pi(n)κ (0;B1 × . . .×Bn)
=
∫∫
1B1(x1) · · · 1Bn−1(xn−1)piκ(δx1 + . . . + δxn−1 , Bn)
× pi(n−1)κ (0; dx1, . . . ,dxn−1)
=
∫
1B1(x1) · · · 1Bn−1(xn−1)pi(δx1 + . . . + δxn−1 , κ(Bn))
× κy1(dx1) · · · κyn−1(dxn−1)pi
(n−1)(0; dy1 . . . dyn−1)
=
∫∫
1B1(x1) · · · 1Bn−1(xn−1)κy1(dx1) · · · κyn−1(dxn−1)
× pi(δy1 + . . .+ δyn−1 , κ(Bn))pi
(n−1)(0; dy1, . . . ,dyn−1)
= pi(n)(0;κ(B1)⊗ . . .⊗ κ(Bn)).
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The third equation follows since for any bounded B and µ ∈ M··(X) we have
x 7→ pi(δx +µ, κ(B)) is E-measurable and κ is a regular conditional probability
given E .
Proof of Proposition 2.6. It suffices to show that the Laplace transforms of
both point processes coincide. Denote by P the branching of a Po´lya process
P and by X(n) the union of X1, . . . ,Xn. Let f : X → [0,∞) measurable such
that supp f ⊆ X(N) for some N ∈ N. Then since X(N) ∈ E ,
LP(f) =
∫ ∏
x∈µ
κx(e
−f )P(dµ) =
∫ ∏
x∈µ
(
κx(1Xc
(N)
) + κx(1X(N) e
−f )
)
P(dµ)
=
∫ ∏
x∈µ
(
1Xc
(N)
(x) + 1X(N)(x)κx(e
−f )
)
P(dµ) =
∫ ∏
x∈µX(N)
κx(e
−f )P(dµ).
Now if we denote by PB the restriction of P to B ∈ B, then PX(N) =
N
∗
j=1
PXj ,
since P has independent increments. Hence we obtain
LP(f) =
N∏
j=1
∫ ∏
x∈ν
κx(e
−f )PXj (dν) =
N∏
j=1
∫
Vν(e
−ζf )PXj (dν).
Since as in [23] locally for B ∈ B0, Po´lya sum process and Po´lya difference
process can be represented as
PB(ϕ) =
1
Ξ(B)
∞∑
n=0
1
n!
∫
Bn
ϕ(δx1 + . . . + δxn)pi
(n)(0; dx1, . . . ,dxn),
where 0 < Ξ(B) <∞ is a normalizing constant, we get by Lemma 4.1 for j ∈ N
Qj =
∫
Vν PXj (dν).
Whence the result follows.
Since piκ satisfies the cocycle condition, Qj is a finite Papangelou process for
each j in the sense of Zessin [23]:
CQj (h) =
∫ ∫
Xj
h(x, µ + δx)piκ(µ,dx)Qj(dµ). (4.1)
Now we can identify P as a Papangelou point process with kernel piκ.
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Proof of Theorem 2.5. Let h be of the form h = f ⊗ e−ζg with f, g being non-
negative, measurable with bounded support, then there exists N ∈ N such that
supp f, supp g ⊂ X(N), and
C ∞
∗
j=1
Qj
(h) =
∫
µ(f) e−µ(g)
(
∞
∗
j=1
Qj
)
(dµ) =
∫
µ(f) e−µ(g)
(
N
∗
j=1
Qj
)
(dµ)
=
N∑
j=1
CQj (h)
∏
i∈{1,...,N}\{j}
LQi(g)
=
N∑
j=1
∏
i∈{1,...,N}\{j}
LQi(g)
∫ ∫
Xj
f(x) e−ζg(ν+δx) piκ(νXj ,dx)Qj(dν)
=
N∑
j=1
∫ ∫
Xj
f(x) e−ζg(µ+δx) piκ(µXj ,dx)
(
N
∗
j=1
Qj
)
(dµ)
=
∫∫
f(x) e−ζg(µ+δx) piκ(µ,dx)
(
∞
∗
j=1
Qj
)
(dµ).
In the fourth equation we used (4.1). But the argument in [15] chapter 4
proof of Theorem 10 yields that if the integration by parts formula holds for
h = f ⊗ e−ζg , then it holds for every non-negative, measurable h.
5 Proofs of the limit theorems for the Po´lya sum
process
In the following we give the proofs of the in section 3.2 presented results, the
first step is to collect properties of Vµ. Denote by ΛH the unnormalized Po´lya
measure for the finite measure H on X,
ΛH(ϕ) =
∑
k≥0
1
k!
∑
i1,...,ik≥1
zi1+...+ik
i1 · · · ik
∫
ϕ(i1δx1 + . . .+ ikδxn)H(dx1) · · ·H(dxn).
This measure occured in the construction of the Po´lya sum process [23] as well
as in [21]. Note that the unnormalized Poisson measure is defined in a similar
way.
Lemma 5.1. Let E ⊆ B be a sub-σ-algebra and κx = H
(
· |E
)
(x) be a regular
version of the probability measure H on (X,B) conditioned on E. Then for
every B ∈ E ∩ B0, ΛH-a.e. µ ∈ M
··(X) and k ∈ N,
Vµ(ζB = k) = 1{ζB=k}(µB).
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For ΛH -a.e. point configuration µ and any invariant set B, the number of
points of Vµ realized in B is the same number of point of µ in B. In particular,
µ 7→ Vµ(ζB = k)
is σ(ζB)-measurable for any B ∈ E .
Proof. Let B ∈ E , then κx(B) = 1B(x) H-a.e. x, that is that a point x in a
configuration µ is contained in B, if and only if its image is also contained in
B. Hence (2.3) evaluated at {ζB = k} for any k ∈ N yields
Vµ(ζB = k) = 1{ζB=k}(µ) ΛH -a.s,
which does not depend on the point configuration µ outside B.
A direct consequence is that the distribution of ζB under Sz,ρ as well as under
Dz,ρ and their branchings agree for B ∈ E .
Corollary 5.2. Let E ⊆ B be a sub-σ-algebra and κx = H
(
· |E
)
(x) be a regular
version of the probability measure H on (X,B) conditioned on E for which ρ≪
H. Assume that X satisfies A′2. Then for every B ∈ E such that ρ(B) < +∞
and k ∈ N,
P(ζB = k) = Sz,ρ(ζB = k).
The statement remains true if Sz,ρ is replaced by Dz,ρ.
Proof. Let B ∈ E with ρ(B) < +∞, then the restriction of Sz,ρ to B is abso-
lutely continuous wrt. ΛH and by Lemma 5.1,∫∫
1{ζB=k}(ν)1{ζB=k′}(τ)Vτ (dν)Sz,ρ(dτ) =
∫
1{ζB=k}(τB)1{ζB=k′}(τ)Sz,ρ(dτ)
=
{
0 k 6= k′
Sz,ρ(ζB = k) otherwise
since if k = k′, then the second condition in the first term is superfluous and
we get the claim.
Proposition 5.3. Let κx = H
(
· |E
)
(x) be a regular version of the probability
measure H on (X,B) conditioned on the sub-σ-algebra E ⊆ B, and ρ ≪ H.
Assume A2, then for every F measurable, non-negative ϕ,
γn(µ,ϕ) =
∫
ϕ(µBcn + νBn)VτBn (dν)Pz
(
dτ |Fn
)
(µ),
where Pz is either Sz,ρ or Dz,ρ.
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Proof. Let A1 ∈ FˆBn and A2 ∈ FBn such that ρ(A2) > 0. Denote by Pz the
Po´lya branching process with parameter z. Then because of Corollary 5.2 and
the independence of FBn and FˆBn under Pz,
γn(µ,A1 ∩A2) = 1A1(µ)Pz
(
A2|ζBn = ζBn(µ)
)
= 1A1(µ)
∑
k≥0
Pz(A2, ζBn = k)
Pz(ζBn = k)
1{ζBn=k}(µ)
= 1A1(µ)
∑
k≥0
1{ζBn=k}(µ)
Pz(ζBn = k)
∫∫
1A2(ν)1{ζBn=k}(ν)Vτ (dν)Pz(dτ)
= 1A1(µ)
∑
k≥0
1{ζBn=k}(µ)
Pz(ζBn = k)
∫∫
1A2(ν)VτBn (dν)1{ζBn=k}(τ)Pz(dτ)
= 1A1(µ)
∫∫
1A2(ν)VτBn (dν)Pz
(
dτ |ζBn = ζBn(µ)
)
.
Since Pz has independent increments, the condition on the Po´lya process may
be replaced by Fn.
Proof of Proposition 3.4. Let f be a non-negative, continuous function with
bounded support. Then for some n ∈ N and then for every larger one, supp f ⊆
Bn, hence suppκ(f) ⊆ Bn. Moreover, κ(e
−f ) is bounded away from 0 and
therefore g = − log κ(e−f ) ρ-a.s. bounded and by assumption ρ-a.s. continuous.
By
γn( · , e
−ζf ) =
∫
VτBn (e
−ζf )Sz,ρ
(
dν|Fn
)
,
since the directing measure converges weakly if and only if the sequence of
densities (Un)n converges, the limit is SZ,ρ with Z =
U
1+U by [21]. Therefore we
get
Qµ(e
−ζf ) =
∫
e−κν(f) SZ(µ),ρ(dν).
The proof of Proposition 3.5 passes the same lines with the help of Theo-
rem 6.1 in the next section. For completeness we include the proof of Corol-
lary 3.7, analogously Corollary 3.8 is proven.
Proof of Corollary 3.7. Let v be a probability measure on (0, 1), then the mixed
Po´lya sum process Sv solves the partial integration formula (3.2), following
directly from Proposition 3.4.
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If P is any solution of (3.2), then the joint Laplace transform of Z and P
for u, t ≥ 0, f : X → R non-negative, bounded and measurable with bounded
support is
LZ,P (u, v, tf) = P
(
e−uZ−tζf
)
= P
(
e−uZ P
(
e−tζf |F∞
))
by conditioning on F∞. Denote by P∞ the conditioned point process P . Dif-
ferentiation with respect to t yields the Campbell measure of P∞, which allows
to identify this conditional measure, thus on the one hand
−
d
dt
LZ,P (u, tf) = P
(
e−uZ CP∞
(
f ⊗ e−tζf
))
.
On the other hand,
−
d
dt
LZ,P (u, tf) = CP
(
f ⊗ e−uZ−tζf
)
= P
(
e−uZ
∫∫
f(x) e−tµ(f)−tf(x) Z
(
κρ0 + κµ
)
(dx)P∞(dµ)
)
for all u ≥ 0. Exchanging integration and differentiation is justified since
f ⊗ e−uZ−tζf and CP∞
(
f ⊗ e−tζf
)
are integrable since f is bounded and has
bounded support. Thus P∞ satisfies P -a.s. integration by parts formula of
the branching Po´lya sum process with the parameters given by Z and ρ0 and
kernel κ. But then immediatly P is a mixture of these processes.
6 Proofs of the limit theorems for the Po´lya difference
process
The identification of the Martin-Dynkin boundary for the Po´lya difference pro-
cess goes along slight different lines than for the Po´lya sum process. However,
the main partial results are similar. Recall that for an increasing sequence
(Bn)n of bounded sets (Fn)n given by
Fn = FˆBn ∨ σ(ζBn),
is a decreasing sequence of σ-algebras, and the familiy (γn)n of stochastic ker-
nels given by
γn(µ,ϕ) = Dz,ρ
(
ϕ|Fn
)
(µ).
for some z ∈ (0,+∞) and ρ ∈ M··(X) is a local specification. Note that γn
does not depend on the parameter z. Since Dz,ρ realizes binomially distributed
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random numbers at each atom of ρ with the same success probability z1+z by
Lemma 6.3 below, there is no surprise that the stochastic fields with that local
specification are mixed Po´lya difference processes.
Theorem 6.1 (Martin-Dynkin boundary of the Po´lya difference process). Let
ρ ∈ M··(X) be an infinite point measure. The tail-σ-algebra F∞ is a H-
sufficient statistic for the family
C(γ) =
{∫
Dz,ρ v(dz) : v probability measure on [0,+∞)
}
This result follows from the following proposition, which is similar to those
in [21].
Proposition 6.2. Let ρ ∈ M··(X) be an infinite point measure, f : X → R
non-negative and measurable with bounded support and (kn)n be a sequence of
poitive integers such that
u = lim
n→∞
kn
ρ(Bn)
exists with u ∈ [0, 1). Then
lim
n→∞
Dz,ρ
(
e−ζf |ζBn = kn
)
= Dz′,ρ
(
e−ζf
)
,
where z′ = u1−u .
While for the Po´lya sum process a representation as a superposition of in-
dependent processes was employed, for the Po´lya difference process is shown
more or less directly. First we give a lemma that adapts the technique in [23]
for the Po´lya sum process to the Po´lya difference process.
Lemma 6.3. Let B ∈ B0 and ϕ : M
··(X) → R be non-negative and FBc-
measurable. Then
Dz,ρ(ϕ) = (1 + z)
ρ(B)Dz,ρ(ϕ · 1{ζB=0}). (6.1)
Proof. Let k ∈ N, k ≤ ρ(B), then by applying the integration-by-parts formula
and using the FBc -measurability of ϕ,
Dz,ρ(ϕ · 1{ζB=k}) =
1
k
∫∫
B
ϕ(µ)1{µ(B)=k}µ(dx)Dz,ρ(dµ)
=
1
k
∫∫
B
ϕ(µ)1{µ(B)=k−1}z
(
ρ− µ
)
(dx)Dz,ρ(dµ)
=
z
(
ρ(B)− (k − 1)
)
k
∫
ϕ(µ)1{µ(B)=k−1}Dz,ρ(dµ).
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By iterating one obtains
Dz,ρ(ϕ · 1{ζB=k}) =
zkρ(B)(k)
k!
∫
ϕ(µ)1{µ(B)=0}Dz,ρ(dµ)
for every k ≤ ρ(B), and finally by summing equation (6.1).
Directly from this lemma the Laplace transform of the Po´lya difference pro-
cess can be derived.
Corollary 6.4. Let f : X → R+ be non-negative and measurable with bounded
support. Then
Dz,ρ
(
e−ζf
)
= exp
(∫
log
1 + z e−f
1 + z
dρ
)
. (6.2)
Proof. Let B = supp f , fix x ∈ supp ρ∩B and decompose f = f0+ g such that
g1{x}c , f01{x} = 0 ρ-a.s. Then
Dz,ρ
(
e−ζf
)
= Dz,ρ
(
e−ζf0 e−ζg
)
=
∑
k≥0
Dz,ρ
(
e−ζf0 e−ζg 1{ζ{x}=k}
)
=
∑
k≥0
e−kg(x)Dz,ρ
(
e−ζf0 1{ζ{x}=k}
)
=
(
1 + z e−g(x)
)ρ(x)
Dz,ρ
(
e−ζf0 1{ζ{x}=0}
)
.
By iterating one obtains the claimed formula.
In a similar way we treat the Laplace transform of the conditioned Po´lya
difference process. In this situation, we choose n such that a given function f
with bounded support vanishes outside Bn.
Lemma 6.5. Let f : X → R be a non-negative and measurable with supp f ⊆
B ∈ B0. Furthermore let A ∈ B0 with B ⊆ A and choose m ∈ N such that
ρ(B) ≤ m ≤ ρ(A). Then
Dz,ρ
(
e−ζf , ζA = m
)
= Dz,ρ(ζA = m)
ρ(B)∑
k=0
CA,m,k
∑
ν∈M··
(k)
(B):ν≤ρ
∏
x∈B
(
ρ(x)
ν(x)
)
e−ν(f),
where
CA,m,k =
m!
ρ(A)(m)
·
ρ(A \B)(m−k)
(m− k)!
.
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Proof. The first step is to distinguish between what happens inside B and what
inside A \B, and then to apply Lemma 6.3 to A \B,
Dz,ρ
(
e−ζf , ζA = m
)
=
ρ(B)∑
k=0
Dz,ρ
(
e−ζf , ζA\B = m− k, ζB = k
)
=
ρ(B)∑
k=0
zm−k
(m− k)!
ρ(A \B)(m−k)Dz,ρ
(
e−ζf , ζA\B = 0, ζB = k
)
.
Next apply the technique used in the proof of Corollary 6.4 to obtain
= Dz,ρ (ζA = 0)
ρ(B)∑
k=0
zm−k
(m− k)!
ρ(A \B)(m−k)
×
∑
kx≥0:
∑
x kx=k
∏
x∈B
(
ρ(x)
kx
)
e−kxf(x) zkx
= Dz,ρ (ζA = m)
ρ(B)∑
k=0
ρ(A \B)(m−k)m!
(n− k)!ρ(A)(n)
×
∑
ν∈M··
(k)
(B):ν≤ρ
e−ν(f)
∏
x∈B
(
ρ(x)
ν(x)
)
.
Proof of Proposition 6.2. For sufficiently large n, Bn contains supp f . Let u ∈
[0, 1) be the limit of kn
ρ(Bn)
as n→∞ and for simplicity let A be the outer box,
B be the inner box and m the number of particles in A, then
CA,m,k =
m!
ρ(A)(m)
·
ρ(A \B)(m−k)
(m− k)!
=
m(k)
ρ(A)(k)
·
ρ(A \B)(m−k)(
ρ(A)− k
)
(m−k)
.
Observe that the first quotient converges to uk, so what remains is the second
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one. But by applying Stirlings formula, we get asymptotically
ρ(A \B)(m−k)(
ρ(A)− k
)
(m−k)
∼
√
ρ(A \B)
(
ρ(A)−m
)(
ρ(A \B)−m+ k
)(
ρ(A)− k
)
×
ρ(A \B)ρ(A\B) ·
(
ρ(A)−m
)(ρ(A)−m)
(
ρ(A \B)−m+ k
)(ρ(A\B)−m+k)
·
(
ρ(A)− k
)(ρ(A)−k) .
While the square root tends to 1, the quotient tends to (1− u)ρ(B)−k, thus
lim
n→∞
Dz,ρ
(
e−ζf |ζBn
)
= (1−u)ρ(B)
ρ(B)∑
k=0
(
u
1− u
)k ∑
ν∈M··
(k)
(B):ν≤ρ
∏
x∈B
(
ρ(x)
ν(x)
)
e−ν(f) .
Putting z′ = u1−u , we get that the conditioned Laplace transforms converge to
the one given in equation (6.2) with z replaced by z′.
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Finally let M be the set of µ ≤ ρ such that limn
µ(Bn)
ρ(Bn)
exists as well as M˜ be the set of µ ≤ ρ such that limn γn(µ, · ) exists. Then by
Proposition 6.2
lim
n→∞
γn(µ, · ) = DZ′(µ),ρ,
hence M⊆ M˜. Vice versa, M˜ ⊆M. Therefore we have for any P ∈ C(pi),
P( · |F∞) = DZ′,ρ P-a.s
and if VP is the distribution of Z
′ under P, then
P(ϕ) = P
(
DZ′,ρ(ϕ)
)
=
∫
Dz′,ρ(ϕ)VP(dz
′)
and P is a mixed Po´lya difference process.
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